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Abstract

We often encounter cluttered visual scenes and need to identify objects correctly to navigate and interact with the world. As text takes the typical form of a human-designed informative visual object, retrieving texts in both indoor and outdoor environments is an important step towards providing contextual clues for a wide variety of vision tasks. Furthermore, it plays an invaluable role for multimedia retrieval and location based services.

Text detection from clutter background is nevertheless a challenging task because the text, being figures in image, can be presented in various ways with lots of room for uncertainty such as size, scale, font type, font texture and colour, unpredicted decorative elements put on the text, etc. The situation will be even more complicated if the text is presented in a clutter background where non-text objects possess similar low-level features to text. Further, all these objects are composed of distinct geometric shapes and they are similar with the essential composition elements of text objects. Pursuing a robust text feature descriptor is therefore always difficult because special feature descriptor is only a fragment of text existence. It needs the completely understanding of text.

Regarding the design, understanding, representation and calculating of text as one unitary process of text perceiving, we deal with the completely understanding and representation of text in image with many kinds of aspects in different levels. Without following the legend feature based solution, this research is motivated by perceptual image processing and the observation of painting masters. It will explore a brand new solution by investigating the spatial structure of text and the compositional complexity of the visual object (i.e. text) in image. The research will present the composition granularity indicator and expose novel discriminable attributes embedded inside text objects, which can successfully differentiate text regions and non-text regions on clutter backgrounds.

As figures in image with the clutter scene, it is merely the physical appearance of text which provides the perceptual content and plays a central role for text detection, i.e. location and coarse identification. During the view-construction of text, properties of individual character and textual organization of characters build up the physical appear-
ance. When observers see text appearance in clutter scene, they describe their feelings in terms of crowding effect and clutter. However, the appearance of text still has enough saliency to reveal an informative message. Accordingly, text not only has the characteristics of crowding effect and clutter but also follows the principles of saliency.

Significantly, the crowding effect of text is derived from the space regularity of in-built neighbouring letters which have commonalities beside their distinctiveness. In addition, low-level features of individual letters contribute to the commonalities and distinctiveness from the moment that the font is designed.

Therefore, the computational model of text appearance is built up to integrate the three-level properties, including features of individual characters (low-level features), properties for spatial regularity (i.e. neighbourhood, appearance similarity), and the crowding statistics property of space averaged over pooling regions.

In terms of image processing, if we consider the view construction of text, the features of individual characters in image processing are obtained on the basis of the properties of construction, including mean intensity, local RMS contrast, shape, pixel density, edge density, stroke width, straight line ratio, height to width ratio, stroke width to height ratio, etc.

For the purpose of calculating the properties of space regularity and the crowding space averaging property, the spatial elements and relations are quantified and these involve space granularity and composition rules.

If we examine the works of painters, especially impressionists, they use directional brushstroke or colour patches as space granularity to represent “formless” visual objects in space regularity instead of clear contour shape sketches. The space regularity of patches, i.e. repetitive patterns, can offer a compositional format to express an artist’s feelings about an object rather than to simply describe it. Secondly, it is the harmonious proportions among component parts that bridle component space patches into objects. If we consider the painter’s harmonious proportions, the component parts of an object can be said to react simultaneously so that they can be seen at one and the same time both together and separately.

Similarly, image is described by a set of grey space patches in multi-grey levels. In addition, each space patch groups pixels in position proximity and similarity, in just the same way as the colour patch is used by impressionists. The space organisation of them is also quantified as the measurement of space relations, especially in terms of the
neighbourhood and proportions among component parts. Moreover, the harmonious proportions among space patches are captured by the mathematical tool of geometric mean. Geometric mean (i.e., GM) is calculated over those space patches which possess the same grey level, and considered as the space granularity to form objects. Grey patches with the same GM are composed of GM regions, which are enlarged, extended kinds of pooling regions. Regions given by clusters which have resulted from similarity and neighbourhood are direct, compact pooling regions. Therefore, the statistical properties of space averaging are calculated over GM regions and image is represented as a set of GM regions over which text and other visual objects are analysed by GM indication.

Finally, the representation of an image and the three-level computational text model are put into practice to develop a new-brand algorithm on the public benchmark dataset and to design and implement an automatic processing system on the real big data of the bank cheque. The resulting performance of these tools/processes shows that they are highly competitive and effective.
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